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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a reversible image watermarking
scheme of low distortion and relatively large capacity, wherein
prediction-errors are modified at most by 1 to embed secret
bits. Different from most existing predictors, where only
a partial prediction context is available, we provide a full
context for every pixel in our watermarking scheme. Predic-
tors operating on full contexts are preciser and thus produce
smaller prediction-errors, which are more favorable for data
embedding. Experimental results also validate that the pro-
posed scheme can achieve high image fidelity while providing
relatively large capacity.

Index Terms— Additive prediction-error expansion, full
context prediction, reversible image watermarking

1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing popularity of digital multimedia application
has made digital watermarking a research hotspot recently.
Digital watermarking is a technique that embeds extra host-
related information into a digital host. It can be applied to al-
lege ownership, protect copyright, authenticate integrity and
annotate multimedia documents. Specifically, reversible im-
age watermarking is a kind of watermarking most applied in
authentication that reversibly embeds covert information into
digital images. Its reversibility allows the host images be
recovered without any loss and plays key roles in scenarios
where exact host images are crucial.

Several kinds of reversible image watermarking have been
proposed in the past few years. Tian proposed a scheme in [1],
where he expanded interpixel differences within pixel pairs to
embed data, i.e. difference expansion (DE). Based on Tian’s
approach, Alattar [2] derived a generalized integer transform,
with which more differences were available for expansion and
less cost was required to record overhead information. As
another significant improvement of the DE method, Thodi
et al [3] expanded applied it to prediction-error by expand-
ing differences between predicted values and original values
instead of differences between paired pixels. Thodi et al’s
scheme achieved higher capacity than Tian’s scheme thanks

to the superiority of prediction-error in expandability. Also
depending on simple integer transform, Coltus [4] provided
another approach of reversible watermarking, and achieved
considerable large embedding capacity. Alternatively, Lin et
al [5] additively expanded the differences within three-pixel
blocks and achieved high image fidelity without sacrificing
embedding capacity.

This paper presents a reversible image watermarking
scheme with full context prediction. In the proposed scheme,
distortion is constrained by limiting pixel modification to 1
through additive expansion, and capacity is promoted by pre-
dicting every pixel within a full context with all neighboring
pixels available. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Additive prediction-error expansion is first described in Sect.
2. Then the proposed full context prediction is discussed in
Sect. 3. Details of the algorithm are covered in Sect. 4. Ex-
perimental results are given and evaluated in Sect. 5. Finally,
conclusions and discussions are presented in Sect. 6.

2. ADDITIVE PREDICTION-ERROR EXPANSION

Additive prediction-error expansion is different from the DE
approach [1] in two points: 1) it expands differences by ad-
dition instead of bitshifting, 2) the expanded differences are
prediction-errors instead of interpixel differences. Tian’s dif-
ference expansion using bitshifting is

d′ = d× 2 + b (1)

where d is the original interpixel difference and b is the em-
bedded bit. Once expanded, the difference can be later re-
covered through d = �d′/2�, and b can be extracted by b =
d′ mod 2.

Being different, the additive expansion is formulated as

e′ =

{
e + sign(e)× b, |e| = ME

e + sign(e)× 1, |e| ∈ [ME + 1,LE )
(2)

where e is the prediction-error, namely the difference between
the pixel value and its predicted value

e = x− x̂ (3)
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Fig. 1. Illustration of additive expansion

and sign(·) is a function defined as

sign(e) =

{
1, e ≥ 0
−1, e < 0

(4)

In (2), ME is a predetermined value that maximizes the
number of prediction-errors satisfying |e| = ME and LE

is another predetermined value that minimizes the number
of prediction-errors satisfying |e| = LE . Usually, ME is a
very small integer, whereas LE is a larger integer with no
prediction-error satisfying |e| = LE . Note that (2) does not
change the sign of prediction-error, i.e. sign(e′) ≡ sign(e).
After expansion, the watermarked pixels become x′ = x̂+e′.
It is also illustrated in Fig. 1 from a histogram perspective.

In the extraction process, as long as ME and LE are
known, the embedded data can be extracted from the ex-
panded prediction-errors through

b =

{
0, |e′| = ME

1, |e′| = ME + 1
(5)

Then the inverse function of additive expansion is applied to
recover the prediction-errors.

e =

{
e′ − sign(e′)× b, |e′| ∈ [ME ,ME + 1]
e′ − sign(e′)× 1, |e′| ∈ (ME + 1,LE ]

(6)

Finally, we can restore the original pixels by x = x̂ + e.
The additive prediction-error expansion is preferred to bit-

shifting interpixel-difference expansion for three reasons. 1)
Distortion of additive expansion (Δe = e′−e ≤ 1) is smaller
than that of bitshifting expansion (Δd = d′ − d = d + b, the
total payload does not cover the overhead cost when threshold
of d is small [6]). 2) Overhead cost of additive expansion is
less expensive than that of bitshifting expansion. Additive ex-
pansion records only overflow-potential pixels, whereas bit-

shifting expansion needs a location map labeling all differ-
ences. 3) Prediction-errors are smaller and thus more ex-
pandable than interpixel-differences. Predictors better exploit
pixel correlation by operating on neighboring contexts.

3. FULL CONTEXT PREDICTION

In [3], Thodi et al used a predictor borrowed from lossless im-
age compression which operates on a three-pixel context. Be-
side the one they adopted, there are still many other predictors
in the image compression community. However, most of them
are constrained to operate on a context containing just a part
of the neighboring pixels, namely causal pixels, which lim-
its their prediction accuracy. Because, during decoding, later
compressed pixels are completely unknown when they are
needed to reconstruct the same context for earlier precessed
pixels. Nonetheless, it is not the case in image watermarking.
In image watermarking, it is true as the same in image com-
pression that later processed pixels are not known in exact
during decoding. However, we know the watermarked values
of the later processed pixels. For watermarking to achieve im-
perceptibility, pixels are modified within a very small range.
So, though been modified, the watermarked pixels are still
close to their original values, which means they can still be
contributory to prediction. Particularly, in additive prediction-
error expansion, pixels are changed at most by 1, their contri-
butions in prediction are not substantially discounted. Guided
by this principle, we propose a predictor operating on a full
context, in which all surrounding pixels are available for more
precise prediction.

To provide full contexts for all pixels, the host image
is first partitioned into non-overlapping 2 × 2 pixel blocks
while pixels on the four borders of the host image are kept
intact. Then all pixels of the same relative position within
their blocks are resampled from the host image to form four
subimages. Denote the host image as

I = {x(i, j)|(i, j) ∈ [1, H ]× [1, W ]} (7)

where W and H are the width and height of the host image.
Then the four subimages are

U1 = {x(2i, 2j)|(i, j) ∈ [1, H ′]× [1, W ′]}
U2 = {x(2i, 2j + 1)|(i, j) ∈ [1, H ′]× [1, W ′]}
U3 = {x(2i + 1, 2j)|(i, j) ∈ [1, H ′]× [1, W ′]}
U4 = {x(2i + 1, 2j + 1)|(i, j) ∈ [1, H ′]× [1, W ′]}

(8)

where W ′ = �(W − 2)/2� and H ′ = �(H − 2)/2�.
Now, we consider the four subimages separately in a fixed

order, e.g. first U1, then U2, U3 and U4, and we apply the
additive prediction-error expansion to these four subimages
respectively. For every pixel in each of the four subimages,
there exists a full context containing all its eight adjacent pix-
els for prediction. In this paper, we use the following full
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Fig. 2. Processing procedure

context based predictor.

x̂(i, j) =
xw + xn + xe + xs

4
(9)

The watermarking procedure is illustrated in Fig.2, where wa-
termarked pixels are apostrophized. Let U ′

i
be the water-

marked version ofUi, then the full contexts of the four subim-
ages U1, U2, U3, and U4 are formed by pixels in U2U3U4,
U ′

1
U3U4, U ′

1
U ′

2
U4 and U ′

1
U ′

2
U ′

3
respectively. That is, for U1,

all pixels in prediction contexts are original; for U2 and U3,
some pixels in prediction contexts are original while other
pixels are watermarked; and for U4, all pixels in prediction
contexts, except some border pixels, are watermarked.

In the extraction process, as long as the four subimages
are processed in the reversed order, we can reconstruct the
same context for every pixel of all the four subimages.

4. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

In the embedding process of the proposed scheme, the four
subimages are watermarked separately in a fixed order,
whereas in the extraction process, they are restored sepa-
rately in the reverse order. As all subimages are treated in the
same way, to be succinct, we only discuss the embedding and
extraction process for one subimage.

4.1. Embedding process

To avoid overflow/underflow, only pixels lie between 1 and
254 are expanded for data embedding. However, it causes an
ambiguity state when the value of a pixel is changed from 1
to 0 or from 254 to 255 (pixels valued 0 or 255 are called

boundary pixels). To tell whether it is expanded, we need to
first preprocess 1-value and 254-value pixels and record all
pixels that cause ambiguity (called pseudo-boundary pixels)
as overhead information. Then in the second pass, all pixels
lie between 2 and 253 are processed. The embedding process
is described as follows.

1. Predict the value of every pixel using a full context.
Work out prediction-errors and find out ME and LE .

2. Apply additive expansion to all pixels equal to 1 or 254,
embed part of the watermark message W , and record
the indices of pixels whose values become 0 or 255 to
form overhead bitstream O.

3. ConcatenateO and the residual watermark messageW ′

to form a new bitstream N . Apply additive expansion
to all pixels lie between 2 and 253 and embedN .

4.2. Extraction process

The extraction process is itemized as follows.

1. Apply the inverse additive expansion to all non-boundary
pixels. Put extracted bits into bitstream L1 if the re-
stored pixels lie between 2 and 253, or else put the
bits into bitstream L2. Once overhead information is
available in L1, decode it and remove it from L1.

2. Identify those pseudo-boundary pixels using decoded
overhead information. Apply the inverse additive ex-
pansion to them and put extracted bits into bitstream
L3.

3. Reassemble L2 and L3 to form bitstream L4 by order-
ing the indices of their corresponding pixels. Concate-
nate L4 and L1 to obtain the watermark data.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed scheme was implemented and tested on vari-
ous standard test images using Matlab. The performance for
eight most frequently used 512× 512 grayscale standard test
images are presented in Table 1, where we use number of
bits and PSNR value for measurement of capacity and dis-
tortion. In Table 1, all resulting PSNR values are almost as
large as 50dB. Actually, the PSNR values are guaranteed to be
larger than 48.13dB, because all pixels are altered at most by
1 (10 log10 2552 = 48.13). The embedding capacities of the
four subimages are tabulated separately and we can see that
earlier processed subimages generally provide higher embed-
ding capacities than later processed ones. This agrees with the
fact that the predictors are operating on some watermarked
pixels for later processed subimages. However, the capaci-
ties of later processed subimages are just a slightly lower than
their predecessors. Even the capacities of the fourth processed
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Table 1. Performance of the proposed scheme
Image Capacity (number of bits) PSNR

U1 U2 U3 U4 Pure value

Lena 18341 17333 17904 17097 70627 49.6
Baboon 6342 6213 6102 6025 24634 48.6
Plane 19658 19658 19577 19453 78154 50.1
Boat 9740 9474 9822 9440 38316 48.9
Tiffany 12202 11609 11734 11519 46056 49.1
Barbara 12765 11877 12622 11797 48997 49.1
Peppers 10588 9980 10040 9269 39733 48.9
Goldhill 11482 11478 11470 11248 45630 49.0
Average 12640 12203 12409 11981 49018 49.2

subimages, of which all pixels in prediction contexts are wa-
termarked (border pixels are not considered), are just a little
lower than that of the first processed subimages, of which all
pixels in prediction contexts are original. This fact verifies
our assumption that watermarked pixels are still of signifi-
cant contribution to prediction. Moreover, the pure capacities
are a little lower than the sums of the capacities of the four
subimages due to overhead costs. Nevertheless, although the
overhead information is not compressed, its average cost is
just 214 bits, which is negligible to the total capacity.

For better evaluation of the proposed scheme, we have
also included the performance of the state-of-the-art re-
versible image watermarking scheme proposed by Thodi
et al. [3]. Being similar, his scheme was also based on expan-
sion of prediction-error. Being different, they used bitshifting
expansion rather than additive expansion and the predictor he
adopted operates on a half context instead of a full one. In
their paper [3], six different implementations were presented
and the experimental results for four standard test images are
given for all of them. From the six, we choose the best ones
for each of the four images for comparison. The result is
shown in Fig. 3, where with full context prediction and ad-
ditive expansion our scheme provides larger capacities than
Thodi et al’s scheme when the PSNR values are equal.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, a high-capacity and low-distortion reversible
image watermarking scheme using additive prediction-error
expansion is proposed. The additive expansion modify every
pixel at most by 1, thus only tiny distortion is induced. And
the prediction is obtained from a precise predictor operating
on a full context, hence a large amount of data can be em-
bedded. Experimental results also verify that its embedding
capacity is high and its distortion is small.

The full context based prediction proposed in this paper
is not only preciser, but also beneficial in computation and
robustness. Since the full prediction contexts for all pixels
in every subimage are not overlapped, streamlining of com-
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Fig. 3. Comparison between Thodi et al’s scheme and ours.

putation is possible. In Matlab or other vector machine, the
computation can be greatly accelerated. Moreover, since in
every single subimage earlier processed pixels are irrelated to
later processed pixels, there is no error propagation. Even if
part of the watermarked image is cropped, we can still extract
a portion of the embedded data.
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